
In early 2018, Vina After Dark began as a singer-songwriter known for
her stage presence and unresolving style that pairs minimalist guitar
lines with honeyed melodies, driving songs at a pensive pace into
sweet melancholia.

By 2019, Vina After Dark acquired a full-bodied sound and instant
appeal with Dav’s twinkling guitar riffs and bass playing groove that
borrows from Victor Wooten and Juan Nelson. Funk, rhythm, and a
whole lot of head-nodding fun came onto the scene with Deifante’s
complex fills and idiosyncratic timing that are as dynamic as they are
purely based on feel.

Though contemporary pop is at the core of Vina After Dark’s music,
their creative tonal range is achieved through the careful and playful
knitting of trip-hop, soul, R&B, jazz, and even folk. And if you’re lyrically
focused, you’re in luck: think Emily Haines’s acuity with Nina Simone’s
tender sparseness. Electrifying guitars and synths add textural layers
that radiate an ethereal edge. These, along with effortlessly celestial
vocals achieve a unique airiness that is subtly grounded by elements
beyond that of drums and bass.

Their second EP is a fully produced introspective that explores
Us Vs love Vs us Vs loneliness Vs belief Vs war through
rapturous sounds layered with trip-hop subtleties, alt-pop
stickiness, and signature angelic vocals. 

Vina After Dark has played at The Palace Theatre, and their
songs: “City Sleepwalker”, "Black Coffee", and "Not Enough" have
aired on CJSW’s  Local Singles. "Not Enough" and "City
Sleepwalker" have also aired on CKUA's Thoroughfare.

Lianne La Havas meets Kan Wakan at a Portishead concert

Vina After Dark’s warm siren
vocals will raise goosebumps

across your skin as you
head-nod to chilled out

drums, groovy bass, and
ethereal, crying guitar lines.

VINA AFTER DARK (EP) 
Not Enough

Stardust
City Sleepwalker (remastered)

Belief
After the War
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